


KE*R€ Evolution Series
4021402e Stereo Power Amplifier

WITH A CURRE,NT SERIES 402 AND \TAS UPGRADED
ECO VERSION 4O2E

MARTIN BEGAN
TO THE LAIE,ST

or some years Kreil's now discontinued

FPB700cx was my long term reference

amplifier: more than good enough to deliver

solid listening pleasure, yet capable ofdriving

any loudspeaker load with hardly any change in

sound qualiry. It had a kind input impedance with

single-ended, Krell CAST and balanced inputs, was

DC stable, and could drive the more challenging

electrostatic speaker loads. It could provide nearly

900Wch into 8ohms, 2.4kW into 2ohms, and could

supply a generous 50-604 oflinear peak current.

That was the last of the 'super power' stereo

chassis, a sequence which effectively began with

the KSA 200, followedby the FPB 600, the'700

and finally the 700cx. Competition was provided

by the ConradJohnson 3505A, which is somewhat

smaller in both power and current delivery but

still generously rated, with a little more clariry and

liveliness, a sense of greater emotionai involvement,

a more upbeat nature, and slightly better timing.

the'700cx remained a great power amp, with more

power, better versatility and consistency with load

variation, but the Conrad Johnson was just that bit

more musical and has therefore served as my personal

reference more recently.

A few years back, EU regulations changed the

rules for amplifier design, specifically the amount of

distortion current thatt allowed to be imposed onto

the mains supply the manufacturing methods and

other mains related design issues relevant to large

amplifiers were also revised. Lead alloy based solder

and related lead content electronic componenls

were to be phased out in Europe, Japan, and some

early adopting US states such as California. Power

supplies now required significant revision to meet

requirements for imposing much less distortion

and noise onto the mains, and since power supplies

can be a crucial influence in amplifier sound

qualiry, meeting the new regulations potentially

had an adverse impact on the audio performance.

Furthermore, many designers believe that lead-free

solder connections are inferior to those containing

iead, and put forward interesting arguments that

question whether applying this legislation to hi-6

electronics will have any perceptible environmental

gain. Indeed some say that it may actually result in

a net loss due to poorer reliabiliry, and hence earlier

scrapping of lead-free electronic products. Despite
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this view, many audio manufacturers have complied

with these new rules despite the difficulties.

A number of companies were disadvantaged

by these changes, s ince in i r ia l ly ,  and certainly

ar rhe protorype srage. regulat ion-compliant

versions often sounded disappointingly inferior to

their predecessors. Indeed, several designers were

convinced that they would never regain their former

sound qualiry. Aware of this new performance

obstacle, Krell explored previously peripheral design

aspects which now proved vital in restoring the

required audio performance.

In2006, soon after the introduction of its new

compliant range, I evaluated four Krell products: the

EVO ONE and EVO TWO pre- and power flagships

(which were very good if also exceptionally costly),

and subsequently the EVO 202 wo-l:ox pre-amp

and the L13,450 EVO 402 stereo power amp (Hi-Fi

Neus Jan 200/. At that time I felt that there was

a characteristic 'new' Krell sound; it was not very

obvious but was nonetheless heard as a degree of

masking'whiteness' and lightness of timbre, albeit

rather less than 'chromium plate' in character, plus

some loss of exuberance. Pricewise the EVO 402

was effectively a replacement for the outgoing,EPB

700cx, andwhile the overall sound qualiry of 70

points was very worthy, it fell short of the eariier

modelt record breaking 100. (\fith hindsight, the

EVO 402 might have been seen as a replacement

for the outgoing FPB 400cx, which historically also
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scored 70 an1,way.) The unavoidable fact was that

ali these newer products were now more diltrcult to

make, and were therefore bound to cost more.

Four years on, events led me to consider revisiting

the EVO 402, whtch had now established itself

as a hatural' model for the UK. Lent EVO 600

monoblocks for the'Wilson Audio MAXX3 review,

it was clear that these amplifiers had class leading

sound qualiry, well beyond expectations based on

the 402. Another factor was the supply of a current

production 402 to use alongside my Conrad Johnson
SA350when reviewing the lVilson Audio Sasha

loudspeaker (HIFICRITIC Vol4 No4). This speaker

came with a'difficult load' health warning of a

severe 1.8ohm minimum in the upper bass, and

larger Krells are designed to tolerate such very low

impedance loads. At first this late series 402 seemed

somewhat underwhelming, but after a few days

it obviously ran in to the extent that stereo image

depth and low level detail gained about 40%o. It also

sounded very neutral, rather better than I remembered

from the earlier sample, so fresh appraisal seemed

worthwhile. However, after work had begun, Krell

announced a new 'eco' 402e version, so activity was

suspended awaiting developments.

A L17 ,999 4O2e arrived here in early May,

from the Munich High End Show. V4rile some

publicised fine tuning is said to have enhanced the

sound quality, most of the promotion has concerned

an 'enhanced standby' mode with a low 2'W

consumption (now indicated by green power button

illumination), establishing its eco credentials, at least

when not replaying music. The two previous states of
'standby preheat' (250\X1 and full operation (410\X1

remain user selectable.

Our sample was finished in anodised satin

silver alloy, and it's also available in black. The new

amplifier sells for around €18,000 (depending on

exchange rates, and a significant increase over its

predecessor), is rated at a nominal 2x400\7/8ohm,

and weighs a hefty 611<9. The fascia is dominated

by a large power switch, illuminated red for idle

and blue when operational. Idle is 'pre-heat mode'

and comes back up to 'good' sound qualiry within

a few minutes; a rear panel switch can turn it off

completely if required. Eco mode may also be set,

and when pressed turns blue for full operation, in

essence bypassing the pre-heat idle mode.

Power is fed via a detachable 16,{ IEC connector

cable with a captive UK 13,{ plug. Speaker

connection is via high power, high pressure gold-

plated wing nut insulated binding posts, suitable

for spades and dressed bare wire only. The three

input types include Krellt CAST, balanced XLR,

and single-ended RCAphono, the latter at a high

impedance that provides easy loading for valve,

passive or transistor sources. Those sharp-edged

externai heat-sinks of old have been replaced by a

clean finished if unprepossessing alloy box, where

interna1 chimneys funnel cooling air through heat

dissipating fins. 12V trigger systems are present for

link system operation, home cinema and suchlike

applications.

The 402e uses cascode circuitry developed for

the EVO O1y'4 founded on discrete circuitry gain

blocks with ultra wide bandwidth and highly linear

operadng points. Local current feedback is used for

very short transit times and consequently low phase

shift. Balanced differential noise rejecting topology

has been voiced for improved clariry especially at

higher frequencies. Fuliy regulated power supplies

help distinguish Krell from much of its competition,

so regardless of mains supply variations or demands

of varying programme and the power sucked out by

the load, the core electronics ampli$. with precision

and low noise.
'!7hi1e negative feedback can be a useful element

of amplifier design, helping to stabilise gain, broaden

the frequency response, lower distortion and

minimise output impedance, it may be responsible

for an unnatural, even forced character if used to

excess. The 402e oupttt stage has some mild local

feedback, while overall feedback is a very low 14dB,

which should help maintain an'open and expressive

character alongside a sweet and natural mid and

treble qualiry.

This amplifier is fully balanced from input

to output, with cross-coupled circuitry for good

common mode and power supply noise rejection,

maintaining compatibility with single-ended and

balanced sources. A large number of powerful output

uansistors are used in parallel, which gives large

peak current reserves and maintains temPerature

stabiliry and lineariry under high transient load

demand. Upgrades For the a series comprise more

closely balanced current sharing among the seven sets

of active cascode quartets that make up the output

stage. The benefit is a claimed improvement in sound

qualiry and reduced dependence on load current.

Modifications to the feedback circuitry reduce the

dependence of feedback on signal level, which is

claimed to enhance inner detail and micro-dynamics

and provide smoother high frequencies. A separate

uansformer is now provided for the control and

monitoring sections, facilitating the greatly reduced

standby power consumption, and providing isolation

between the control and amplification power

supplies. Both the high current and high voltage

analogue supplies now have filters to minimise high

frequency switching noise from the rectifiers, while
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the high current supplies have increased reservoir

capacitance. Finally, the power supply circuit board

has been redesigned for improved isolation between

incoming AC power and the output DC suppiies.

The build is modular and easily serviced. Some

measure of input power conditioning is present,

compensation for second harmonic distortion, the

DC component thatt sometimes Present, together

with heary duty RFI filtering. The amplifier retains

the established FPB'plateau bias' technology,

whereby bias adjusts near instantaneously to the

output level, then holds that position for a plateau

period relative to a medium level Class A bias

level. (Plateau biasing means that the bias level and

related thermal condition is not cycled rapidly up

and down with the music signal, as that can cause a

subtle modulation distortion.) The amplifier is also

is DC coupled, and small offsets are corrected by a

servo with a very long time constant, ensuring clean

deep bass. It is fully protected against short circuit,

overload, thermal overrun, and ultimately by a

circuit breaker/power switch at the back.

Krell has announced that shipping ofthe

Eu o lutio ns 4 02 e, 4 0i e, 6 00 e, and 90 0 e has begun;

Euolutions 302e and 400e will ship in July.

Sound Qo"lity
Beginning with the earlier, pre-evo 402, once properly

installed, mentally focusing onto its sound qudiry

was not easy. Somehow it seems to shake itself free

from attempts to corral it mentally. For sure its

imperfections are real enough, yet they remain so

unobtrusive that one is more than happy to let it get

on with the job. Some might describe it as lacking

character and musically uneventfi-rl, even frustrating,

since it makes discussing the finer subtleties of rhe

music, imaging, or dynamics rather redundant.

Its lack ofcharacter could be described as boring,

but that would be a mistake. Rather it reproduces a

music signal with a notable lack of alteration, regardless

of the volume level, or the severity of the speaker load. I

had greatly valued the consistency and imperturbabiliry

of my old ' 700cx, and fornd much the same with

the EVO 402,which really does approach that fabled

'straight wire with gain.

\fhere lesser amps showed changes in quality

with level and load, the 402 remained resolutely

neutral at almost any realistic volume level. At first

one might mistakenly think the amplifier is a little

withdrawn, a touch reticent dynamically, and a little

slow on its feet. Then one recognises that is almost

free offalse tonal colour, exaggeration or emphasis.

Remember that after start-up from cold it needs

a Few minutes use to come on song, so ro avoid

leaving it permanently on standby (especiaily in the
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summer), power it up 10 minutes before serious

listening and all will be fine, though still slowly

improving thereafter.

It has an almost ethereal, grainiess clarity and

spaciousness, together with deep and informative

lower frequencies. Take your pick according to

your preferred control source and connection. Jhe

electrical and mechanical noise floors are so low that

the 402 is compietely silent at the listening position,

even with relatively sensitive speakers.

Referenced to rhe 402, the 402e initially showed

moderate improvements in bass definition and

attack, in mid dynamic expression and in treble

definition and clariry. Improved transparency and

micro detail then helped you begin to hear far depth

and detail that you did not know was in your music'
\While Krell, like many electronics manufacturers,

would rather not know about accessory and cable

interactions, and state their thesis that the special

filters and supply correction installed obviates the

need for anything more than the supply cord in

the box, the fact remains that supply qualiry does

affect the sound to a degree, and steps taken to

improve the mains supply, including the cables, are

audible. Using a 60,4. spur connection, I was able

to compare tarTspareflt MM2 mains cable with

several alternatives, and found that the 402e showed

significantly firmer, crisper bass, better image focus

and depth, and sounded more 'open'with a sweeter

high frequency range when using MM2.

The EVO 402e sounds very neutral, and the

shadings of colour ascribed previously to some Krell

products now seem to have been cleared away in

my view, leaving improved clariry and resolution.

\(hile this amplifier does not quite have the full

measure of crisp rhythmic agiliry that's possible from

smaller, simpler specialist designs, it does deliver

enough to create an involving, powerful and upbeat

musical experience. The overall qualiry is so well

balanced and so even over the frequency range, itt

easy to underestimate how good this amplifier is,

and one only finds out what might be missing when

substituting other references. These may sound

relatively boomy, lacking in deep bass, uneven in

frequency responser pinched and coloured in the

mid and upper mid, lacking in transparency and

dull or grainy in the treble. Their sound may also

be more dependent on loudness level and loading.

You can play 402e right to full volume and not be

aware of it working hard until it actually clips (at

abott 420Wlch with program material and a rypical
load). I found the degree ofprogress Krell has made

with this model over the past few years fascinating,

and enough to change my view ofboth Iate 402

production and the a$rent 402e.

'Atfrst one might

mistakenly think the

amplifer is a little

withdrawn, a touch

reticent dynamically,

and a little slout on its

feet. Then one recognises

that is almostfree offalse

to n a I co lo u r, udge rd ti o n

or emPhasis."
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'\he 402e remains a

uery powerful and load

capable potuer amp lifer,

one of the best of its type.

It has low distortion,

predominantly and

desirably of lou

harmonic order, uery

low noise, and taill

driue anything to a higb

standard uith accuracy

and linear frequency
responses"

\(ell founded, well supplied, and well warmed

up, my 402 sound qualiry score was an impressive

l2O, for both balanced and single-ended modes (the

latter with the XLR shorting links, and in my case

also with a discrete ground link between the channels

conveniently picked off the supplied shorting links)

The amp works perfectly well with single-ended

sources without this XLR iink, but in my view drops

about 12 marks, losing some rhythm, focus and bass

dynamics. My score fell about 5o/o to | 12 via the

CAST connection, which is still very, very good.

Once the 402e had settled in for a few days after

its Munich holiday, I awarded an excellent score of

150 for overall sound qualiry. Just 10 marks short

of an interim 160 for those impressive EVO 500

monoblocks, so this is quite an achievement for the
new model.

As it bedded in, the 402e began to surge ahead
of the 402, delivering clearly better bass definition

and tune playt"g, slightly more upbeat tempi,

and significantly greater detail and transparency.

Delightfuily enhanced speed and dynamic contrasrs

were achieved with a sweeter, more open and more

exciting upper midrange, intriguingly with no false

timbre or brightness. Depth and uansparency were

clearly better at a-ll volume levels, so claims that

dynamic modulation effects had been improved

would seem to be vindicated.

Lab Report (402e)

Played loud the average power input can rise to

about 600W but this peak draw is intermittent.
(On the test bench at full power with both channels

driven, it consumes some 4k\fl1) It reaches full
power from 3. 1 5V input into a very kind 1 OOkohm
impedance (200kohm balanced), and an input of

158mV raised the standard 1'W' output. This is

a very easy input load and compatible with both

transformer type, passive, solid state and valve

control sources, both single-ended and balanced.
The low impedance (70ohm) Krell CAST input is

designed to sink the current fed to it across a very

wide bandwidth, and is largeiy cable length and type
independent. Signal-to-noise ratios were excellent:
117dB A weighted, 115dB (CCIR lkHz) for full
power, and 92dBA for 1\(4 Despite the huge power

transformer, unweighted noise still reached a very

good l06.5dB ref 400W.

Krell amplifiers are well known for their load
independence, and there was no problem confirming

this behaviour. I measured 2x438W into 8ohms at

the edge of clipping, 840\( for one channel into 4

ohms and 1,656W for one channel short term (1s)

into 2ohms. Because a capable 5k\(/ transformer is
fitted, the single and dual channel drive results were

very similar, save perhaps for a slighdy limiting effect

of my mains supply.

Peak current achieved a very good 634, even

higher than specified (though the latter could be an

RMS vaiue). \W4rile it might not be quite as big as

the FPB 700, this is still massive power delivery that

will clearly drive any conceivable loudspeaker load.

Despite the willingness of more powerful

amplifiers to take on difficult speaker loads, I have

long argued that there is always going to be a penalry

so I explored this Krellt variation of distortion

with reducing load. At a moderate listening level
(1\q 2.83\D, the 'no load' distortion was -100dB
(0.001%), while 8/4ohms loading gave -78dBl-

77 .8d8, some 22dB poorer but better than the

earlier 402.

Ifa cruel speaker load can increase the distortion

in an amplifier of this qualiry, I cannot imagine that

there will not be some consequence for sound qua1iry.

\[hy should so many speaker designers impose such

difficult loadings on the amplifier and cable industry?

Is it really just to win on pure subjective loudness in a

crude A"/B comparison at the dealers?

Distortion was generally very good, better than

0.01%o at moderate powers (8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz).

At 400\f I measured -82dB (0.008o/o\ at2}Hzand

lkHz, and 0.7o/o at20kI1z. Two-tone high frequency
(19.5120.51*Iz) intermodulation was also very good:

0.0015o/o at fi.rll power, and a super -103dB at 1\( both

significantly befter than the 402 results. The distortion

spectrum was predominantly low order, a desirable

balance of second and third harmonic products, and

channel balance was an excellent 0.005d8.

A very wide frequency response spanned better

than 1Hz-150kHz at -3dB, and registered +0/-

0.2d8 l}Hz-20kHz. DC offset was negligible and

servo noise very low. The squarewave response

indicated first rate stabiliry with fine behaviour on

0.1uF and 2uF ofcapacitance, providing further

evidence ofEne load independence and drive

consistency. The output impedance is very low at
just under 0.05ohm, despite the low feedback, so

there will be no perceptible frequency response

variation with loading. Channel separation was fine,

even 98 dB at 20kHz.

I wanted to find out why I subjectively preferred a

shorting pin in the negative section ofthe otherwise

open XLR connector when listening via the single-

ended (phono) connection, and also why I liked

the channel grounds linked by a local short wire in

this mode. (Incidentally, without these 'tweaks' it

would be easy to assume that a'balanced' connection

actually sounds better than the 'single-ended' one,

which wasnt the case.)

I was gratified to find that the noise floor for
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single-ended inputs was 1OdB better with that XLR

plug with pins 1-2 shorted in place, and this now

matched the very good balanced input result. (This

measured noise is inaudible of itself but probably has

other consequences.) Theory predicts this lower noise

result, but it's gratiS'ing to see that theory, sound

quality and measurement all agree.

The aforementioned inter-channel signal

ground link relates to the -&)B-series topology.

The 402e has balanced output circuitry (never

connect the speaker output to any grounded

input accessory), and both audio inputs foat off

the chassis ground and from each other. In my

experience linking the input grounds ofsuch

designs in single-ended connection mode delivers

more focused stereo and better timing, as it did

in this case. I even add this link with adjacently

located monoblock amplifiers, which provides

sl ighr ly berrer l tocused stereo and rhythm.

Conclusions

Krell power amplifiers used to deliver outrageously

generous power outputs, well exceeding their

ratings. The need to meet 'eco' legislation and the

use ofinternal heat-sinks have put paid to such

excesses, yet the 402e remains a very powerful and

load capable power amplifier, one of the best of

its type. It has low distortion, predominantly and

desirably of 1ow harmonic order, very low noise,

and will drive anything to a high standard with

accuracy and Iinear frequency responses. ril/ilson

Audio's Sasha is particularly demanding, yer rhe 402

sailed through, delivering a very fine sound. Other

speakers simply sounded like themselves, showing

very little amplifier signature with both this and the

newer 402e version.
tVith use one's respect for the 402e increases,

and its near-state-of-art sound qualiry score puts

in the highest class. Positive factors include innate

neutrality and consistency, versatile input matching,

a degree of immunity to mains qualiry variations,

very low electrical and mechanical noise, and not

least superb build and finish.

The sound qualiry of the 402 has improved

significantly in later production, while the 402e gives

a truly substantial increase in sound qualiry with

power and current reserves within a couple of dB

of the old '700 warrior, alongside full compliance

with the subsequentiy introduced legislation,

unmistakeably shows that a true successor to the

FPB 700cx has arrived. UK pricing for US imports is

unavoidably high, but Krell has a fine track record in

making amplifiers of this qualiry and po\Mer, so a very

strong recommendation for this delightful power

amplifier is indicated.
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Krell Evolution 402e l/M 1W 1 9 /20kHz Review System Ancillaries

Control: XTC ?ra-l, Audio

Research Reference 5, Reference

3, Krell 202.

Power: Krell EVO 600,

Conrad Johnson Premier

3505A, Audio Research

Reference D210.

Sources: Marantz CD-Z Naim

CDS3, Audio Research CD-B,

Ltnn L P I 2 / Kee l/ Ra d i ka I /llaim

Aro, Continuum Criterio n/

C opp erh e ad, Koersu Uus h t

Wrmillion, Uushi Sky Blue,

Naim Superline/Supercap.

Audio Research Reference 2

Phono,Linn Uphorik.

Loudspeakers: tVilson

Alrdio Sasha, Ava\on Eidolon

Diatnond, Quad ESL63.

Cables: Transparent XL MM2,

and Van den Hul The Firsr

IJ himate, Car das Go lden

Reference.

Contact:

Absolute Sounds

w.absolutesounds.com

Tel: 0208 971 3909
www.krellonline.com

Krel l  Evolut ion 402e|/M Ful l  Power 19l20kHz8Ohms

,k t\ 5k 3( rok 12k lai 161 tt* ,4 2!k

Krel l  Evolut ion 402e Frequency Response 1W Sohm red
(R,L) and distort ion yel low (R) and green (L)
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INTEGRATED AMPLFIER TEST RESULTS
Make Krell Date:22/05/10

Power Output 20Hz 1 kHz 20kHz
Cont inuous 8 ohm 2 channel  440W 438W 433W
Cont inuous 4 ohm 1 channel 840W 840w 820 W

2 ohm 1 channel

Peak Current (1

THD inc.  noise (1W -78
tion, THD inc. noise (rated power) - 82 dB -60 dB

Channel separat ion >1 00 dB >100d8 98 dB
Intermodulat ion Distort ion 19.5kHzl20.5kH2 1:1 rated power, 8 ohms -98 dB

ofrms -103 d8

Aux(Bal)  84dB 81 dB 92dB
Ful l  Power 110dB 106.5 dB 117d8

Balance
- 0.2d8 2qzto -3dB at  1

Absolute Phase correct
lnDut Data Socket Sensitivitv (400W), 1W Loadinq

Input balanced XLR
(3.15V).  158 mV 200k ohms -  100Pf

Input sinqle ended Phono/RCA 156 mV '100k ohms - 100pF
DC offset Left 2.8 mV

)

weiqht 61kq 1351b
Finish si lver or black anodised al loy
Price t 18,000 (tyPical)


